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By Rosemary Wells

Walker Books Ltd, United Kingdom, 2015. Hardback. Condition: New. Rosemary Wells (illustrator).
Language: English . Brand New Book. From the award-winning creator of Max and Ruby comes a
quiet, sweet-natured guinea pig who stands up to teasing with a tip from his bold new friend.From
the inimitable Rosemary Wells, author-illustrator of My Very First Mother Goose, comes the story of
Felix the guinea-pig - who has a new best friend! With fearless Fiona, anything seems possible, and
before Felix knows it, she sweeps him into singing and dancing with her as pixies in the Jubilee
talent show. But right after Felix s first-prize triumph, trouble waits in the wings. Twinkletoes!
someone taunts, and Felix crumbles. Can he pull himself together and face the bullies? With a little
help from Fiona, can Felix find a magic key that unlocks the secret to standing up to anyone?.
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A brand new e-book with an all new perspective. It typically fails to cost an excessive amount of. I am e ortlessly can get a satisfaction of reading a
composed book.
-- Tur ner  B a yer-- Tur ner  B a yer

This type of book is almost everything and helped me hunting forward and more. I was able to comprehended almost everything using this published e pdf.
Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Edwa r do Ziem a nn-- Edwa r do Ziem a nn
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